Introduction
to obtain estimatesof the current softwarefailure rate . Millerand Sofer(1986a) show that thismethod often gives estimates which have a lower bias than those of certain (widely-used)nonparametric methods; using Monte Carlo simulated failure data, these "completely monotone regression"estimatesof current failure rate are alsoshown to be more robust than the estimatesbased on parametric models. Chan(1986) has estimated the distributionof time until next failure for realdata using completely monotone regressionestimates of current reliability: he startswith a raw estimate which is an exponential distributionwith the estimated current failure rate and then "adapts" it to a more general distribution using the procedure of Littlewood and Keiller(1984) . Chan then evaluatesthese estimatesusing criteria of Abdel-Ghaly, Chan and Littlewood (1986) . This study shows that the completely monotone regression approach gives good estimateswhich are more robust than estimatesfrom parametric models.
This paper extends the completely monotone softwaremodel by developing a method forproviding longrange predictionsof futurereliability growth, based on the model. The paper derivesupper and lower bounds on extrapolationsof the failure rate functionand the mean function intothe future.These are then utilized to obtain estimatesfor the future softwarefailure rate and the expected future number of failures.
Problem Formulation
Consider the failuredata as in (I). Our goal is to find a completely monotone rate function and/or the associatedmean function which best fitsthe data• (We note here that the mean function does not strictly satisfy the complete monotoniclty property; rather, M(t) is a nonegative function whose derivative
is a completely monotone function). Our approach will be to obtain an initial raw estimate for the required function from the data, and then to smooth it by fitting a completely monotonic function which is closest to it in the least squares sense.
A natural raw estimateJt¢(t) for the mean function is a piecewise linear function with breakpoints at ti, i --1,..., n, such that M(ti) = i. Analytically, this function is given by
The second term in the finalintervalreflects the absence of a failure in the period (t,,T]. The choice of 6 issomewhat arbitrary, with higher values tending tending to give more conservativeestimates.In thiswork we consider values of 0.0,0.5 and 1.0for6, however one can argue forand against any particularvalue. In practice,itis necessary to discretize the problem of findinga completely monotone function to the mathematically more tractableproblem of finding a finiteset of points along that function. The most plausible and straightforward approach is to consider discrete time points which are equally spaced. We thus divide the time interval [0, T] to k intervals of equal length 0 -T/k, and define si --iO , i = 0,. 
where &J is the j-th order backward difference operator
In general, the initial estimate (rl,..-, _t) will not have the complete monotonlcity property. Our goal will be to find the "closest" completely monotone sequence (r,,..., rk), and use it as an estimate of the sequence v of failure rates at times si. Using the criterionof weighted leastsquares,the problem is to find a vector r which minimizes
i----I subject to the complete monotonicity constraints of (4),where wi isa set of prespecified weights.
In practice, numerical experience indicatesthat the effectof the very high order difference constraintson the optimal solutionisat most marginal;moreover, theirpresenceleads to ill-conditioning of the optimization problem. Consequently we relax the constraintsin (4) and considerdifferences of at most d (not co), with d being typically3 or 4. Similarly, itis unnecessary to constrainthe sequence infinitely farinto the future;
we shallrestrict the number of future intervals to l,rather than c_. Finally, itshould be noted that many of the constraintsin (4) are redundant, e.g., Ari_l __ 0 and A2r_ __ 0 imply that At, __O. Eliminating those redundant constraints, we finally obtain the reduced system of equations
and our problem is to minimize (8) subject to (7).
Notice that for the case d : 1, the problem is the well known "isotone regression" problem described Let us return to the problem of estimating the mean function.
Recalling that its first order derivative is a completely monotone function, and using the above, our problem is
where mo is defined as zero. If testingstopped at a failure, (i.e., tn = T), the value II= 0 should be used. In the case of truncated testinghowever, the value 6 = 0.5 is a more plausiblechoice. Using an argument based on the assumption of a Poisson Process,a value _i--i isalsoa plausiblechoice.
The optimization problems presented above are linearlyconstrained quadratic programming problems, and algorithms for theirsolutionare readilyavailablein the literature. However, itcan be shown (see Miller and Sofer(1986b) ) that our particularproblem of least squares regressionunder higher order difference constraintsbecomes increasinglyill-conditioned as the problem size grows. Thus, a numerically stable algorithm should be employed for itssolution.For a detaileddescriptionof a viablesolutionapproach, see Sorer (1986b) . An additional difficulty which arises,when attempting to include monotonicity requirements into the future,isthat the Hessian matrix, i.e., the matrix of the second order derivatives of the objectivefunction is singular, since the future predictionsri and mi ( where i = k + 1,...,k + I)do not appear in the objective.
Millerand
Moreover, the optimal futurerateor mean estimatorsobtained by the leastsquares objectiveare not unique.
In section 3, we show how to overcome the problem of singularity, by reformulatingthe constraintson the future rates (or mean function estimates) in terms of those of the past. Surprisingly, thisapproach also provides bounds -lower and upper envelopes forthese future estimates. 
(b). If p <_ l, let = mini/, 1 + [-2r_/Alrk]).
Titan the eztrapolation 
2 I r_+5(j--1)Alr_-I--_j(j--1)A2r_>_0, j= 1,...,l.
If Alr_ + IA2rk < 0 _hen _he upper envelope of all such eztrapolations is given by
Then the upper envelope of all such eztrapolations is given by = + + ½iCi + 1)n r + i(i + i)(i + 2) : ..., In the following, we deriveconditionsfor the existenceforsuch higher and lower envelopesforthe feasible extrapolationsforM. We note that the derivativeof the mean functionisa completely monotone function. Therefore, 
Let and let
Then the upper envelope of all such ez_rapolations is #iven by rnk+i : rnk+e + (i-q)c_ i = q + l,...,l.
Proof: Follows from proposition 2. 
Then the ez_rapolation
is a lower envelope for all feasible eztrapolations of order _ to (ml,...,rrt_) .
The propositionstates_hat the lowestenvelope iseitheralong a quadraticfunction,or itstartsas a cubic function which tapers offto a constant function.Itsproof followsfrom Proposition 3.
Monte Carlo

Study of Performance
To get an idea of how wellfuturepredictionenvelopes estimatefuturebehavior,we conducted a small Monte Carlo simulation experiment. Our goal is to estimate the number of events over some finitehorizon. As in Miller and Sorer (1986a) , we compare the completely monotone approach to some of the more popular parametric models. A value of d = 4 isused for the completely monotone estimation (_ istaken as 1).Thus the leastsquares problem (8) issolved ford = 4, with the constraintsof (19) replacingthe constraintsof (8) fori = k + i,...,k + t. Propositions6 and 7 are applied to the resultingsolutionto obtain the upper and lower envelopes for the future mean function.Finally,we need a point estimate of the expected number of failures. We have arbitrarily decided to use the midpoint of the envelope.
Our choice ofparameter models consists of three families of nonhomogeneous Poisson processes(NHPP).
The mean functionsof the NHPP's may have exponential,power or logarithmic form:
Those models are fit to data by using the method of maximum likelihood as described by Muss and Okumoto(1984) .
Furthermore, we define a fourth model which is a mixture of the above three. It is fit by selecting the best fitting (i.e., maximum likelihood) of the three models. This is the "best" parametric model, among the three possibilities.
We draw our data from 16 different Poisson processes.Each process is observed over the interval[0,I00] and the future intervalis [100, 125] , i.e., 25% into the future. We used k = 20 and I = 5. The 16 cases provide a varietyof different growth patterns.Each case isreplicated400 times. The cases are summarised in Table I. The performance of the parametric models and the completely monotone approach are summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 2 shows the average predictionmade by each model for the 400 replicates of each case. Table 3 shows the average percentage error,or bias. 
